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Speaker SVEN SPS-517, 6W  (black)
SVEN SPS-517 speakers are a successful combination of compact design and high-quality sound. With dimensions of 98 x 141 x 97 mm,
they will easily fit on a shelf or desk, and the high-class 60mm drivers ensure clean, distinct sound. The product is also distinguished by
its wooden (MDF) enclosure, giving it a stylish, timeless character. The speakers are powered via USB.
 
Impressive Sound
Whether  you're playing games,  watching movies,  or  listening to music  –  SVEN speakers will  not  disappoint  you.  Equipped with 60mm
drivers, they can deliver clear high tones and strong, deep bass. They also feature an output power (RMS) of up to 6W and a frequency
response of 100 Hz - 20 kHz. Immerse yourself in high-quality sounds and experience unforgettable emotions!
 
Refined in Every Detail
The speakers are equipped with black enclosures made of MDF boards. Thanks to this, you can easily incorporate them into almost any
arrangement. You can adjust the volume using a special side knob – SVEN gives you convenient access to the most important functions.
Furthermore, the speakers are powered via USB – simply connect them to your computer, laptop, or power adapter.
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SVEN
Model
SV-016180
Color
Black
Output Power (RMS)
6W (2 x 3W)
Frequency Response
100 Hz - 20 kHz
Driver
60mm
Power Supply
USB / DC 5V
Material (Enclosure)
Wood (MDF board)
Dimensions
98 x 141 x 97 mm
Weight
0.75 kg

Price:

€ 18.50

Audio, Bluetooth speakers
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